How to find us
For navigation please insert “Niederanven” as city if “Senningerberg” is not available or insert the
GPS coordinates: 49°38’10.0”N 6°13’12,4”E or decimal: 49.636120, 6.220113
From Luxembourg: Follow the A1/E44 to Exit 9-Senningerberg / Aéroport Luxembourg. Turn right onto the N1
Route de Trèves in the direction signposted Aéroport and drive approximately 700 m to the roundabout.
From Trier: Continue on the A1/E44 from Luxembourg border to Exit 9-Senningerberg / Aéroport Luxembourg.
Turn right onto the N1 Route de Trèves in the direction signposted Aéroport and drive approximately 800 m to
the roundabout.
Take the 4th exit at the roundabout onto “Heienhaff”. After about 400 m, at the end of the street, you will reach
the Airport Center, Heienhaff No. 5. There are official parking spaces around the building or in the parking
garage, access behind the building. Please ring the bell where it displays “LIS-Compliance” to enter and then
turn slightly left and go down one level to -3. Just follow the company signs, turn right twice for parking spaces
no. 59, 60 and opposite 99, 100, 101. Then please proceed to the exit on the left hand side and take the elevator
to level 2, go to the left and sign in for SANNE as well as for LIS at reception of LIS (wing C).
Walking from the Airport: Leave the Airport, turn right and head to the air parking “F”, then follow the foot path for
about 200m to the building.
Facing the building, please take the main entrance on the left hand side and use the elevators to the 2nd floor
(turn left and sign in for SANNE as well as for LIS at reception of LIS).
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